Prehospital Index provides prognosis for hospitalized patients with acute trauma
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Objective: To evaluate the prognostic value of the Prehospital Index (PHI) for hospitalized patients with acute trauma.

Materials and methods: PHI score and the Injury Severity Score (ISS) were determined in 1,802 hospitalized patients with acute trauma. Receiver-operator characteristic (ROC) curves were used to compare the PHI and ISS in subgroups, and corresponding prediction indicators were calculated.

Results: There were significant differences in PHI score and ISS between the survival group and the death group (Z=2.674, P=0.007). The area under the ROC curve was 0.871 (95% CI 0.855–0.886) for PHI score and 0.792 (95% CI 0.773–0.811) for ISS. Optimal cutoff points to determine the risk of critical illness were PHI ≥4 and ISS ≥22. The sensitivity of the PHI was superior to the ISS (χ²=6.975, P=0.008), but the specificity and the accuracy of the PHI and ISS showed no significant difference (P>0.05).

Conclusion: The PHI is valuable in prognostic prediction of hospitalized patients with acute trauma, and it is superior to the ISS. The PHI has such advantages as being simple in operation, easy to learn, capable of reflecting conditions timely and reliably, and suitable for dynamic evaluation and screening for critical patients with trauma.
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Introduction

Due to socioeconomic, industrial, and transport development, people are engaged in outdoor activities more frequently. Trauma has become a major threat to human health in modern society. Trauma-induced mortality has been decreasing in the past 20 years, due to progress in transport, emergency rescue, and resuscitation of wounded people.1,2 According to World Health Organization statistics, over 5 million people die from trauma worldwide each year. It is expected that by 2020, there will be 800 trauma-related deaths worldwide. China ranks first in the world in the number of deaths related to traffic accidents. Trauma is the leading reason of death among people aged 1–44 years and ranks the third among all causes of death.3 Trauma is a serious public health issue and brings a huge burden to the society.

Severe trauma, especially multiple trauma, is usually caused by one or several factors that affect multiple sites of the body.4 Patients cannot present a medical history or cooperate with physical examination, contributing to difficult early diagnosis. Patient conditions are usually combined with various complications and infection, and may die because of delayed treatment.5–7 There are three peaks of death after severe trauma.8 The first peak occurs several seconds or minutes after trauma, which is known as death at the scene, accounting for about 50% of deaths. The second peak occurs within several hours after trauma, and is known as early death, accounting for...
about 30% of deaths. The third peak occurs 24 hours after trauma, typically in the first to fourth week after the injury and accounting for 10%–20% of deaths. Therefore, the prognosis of patients with severe trauma depends largely on prehospital emergency rescue. Effective first aid within 10 minutes is crucial for reducing death at the scene. Definitive treatment within 1 hour determines the prognosis of severe-trauma patients, and mortality may decrease by about 10% if the emergency rescue is timely and effective.9

One retrospective cohort study showed that lowering mortality rates in trauma patients may require reducing both the incidence of major complications and the incidence of death after major complications.10 The Prehospital Index (PHI) was developed to provide an objective prehospital scoring system for distinguishing minor-trauma patients from those requiring general or neurosurgical operative intervention within 24 hours (major trauma).11 To develop an easy and reliable method to assess hospitalized patients with trauma, improve the quality of in-hospital rescue, and reduce trauma-related deaths, in this study we assessed the prognostic value of the PHI at 24 hours before being hospitalized for patients with trauma.

Materials and methods

Subjects

All patients provided written informed consent and this study was performed following the requirements of the ethics committee of the Fourth Affiliated Hospital of Guangxi Medical University. A total of 15,074 hospitalized patients with trauma from 2008 to 2011 were included. Stratified random sampling was performed to ensure that each subgroup within the population received proper representation within the sample, and 20% of cases (3,015) were chosen. These cases were further screened based on criteria of initial diagnosis at our hospital, Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS) score ≥3, prehospital time ≤24 hours, explicit outcomes, and intact data.

Scoring

Trauma Database version 3.0, developed by the Trauma Database Research Center of the Third Military Medical University (Chongqing, China), was used. The initial course of diseases upon admission and relevant data during the hospitalization period were recorded, including test results, surgical procedures, and final diagnoses. The data elements were coded, and the PHI and Injury Severity Score (ISS) were calculated automatically. Assessment parameters of PHI were all based on medical records upon initial admission following the scoring criteria described previously.11 AIS scores and ISS were calculated according to AIS-ISS 2005.12

Statistical analysis

All data are expressed as mean ± SD. Measurements were compared using Student’s t-test, and counts were compared using χ² tests. Receiver-operator characteristic (ROC) curves were plotted and the area under the curve (AUC) calculated. Optimal cutoff points were determined. Inferences about differences in AUC were made using Z-tests. All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 13.0 software (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). P<0.05 indicated significant difference.

Results

Baseline information

Based on stratified random sampling of 15,074 hospitalized patients with trauma, 20% of the cases (3,015) were chosen, and the sampling error was estimated as <5%. Based on inclusion criteria, 1,802 hospitalized patients (1,283 males and 519 females) with trauma were eligible. They were aged 0–100 years, with an average of 41±22 years. The average length of hospital stay was 26±31 days and 104 patients died, with a mortality of 5.77%.

PHI and ISS scores in patients with different prognoses

Depending on prognosis, patients were divided into a survival group (1,698 cases) and a death group (104 cases). The PHI was 1.36±2.18 in the survival group and 6.46±4.54 in the death group, significantly higher in the latter (t=11.384, P<0.001). The ISS was 13.56±6.48 in the survival group and 21.88±7.82 in the death group, significantly higher in the latter (t=10.621, P<0.001).

AUC values for PHI and ISS

ROC curves were plotted for the PHI and ISS (Figure 1). AUC$_{\text{ROC}}$ was 0.871 for the PHI (95% CI 0.855–0.886) and 0.792 (95% CI 0.773–0.811) for the ISS, which indicated a significant difference between the two groups (Z=2.674, P=0.007). Optimal cutoff points were determined based on Youden’s index. Cutoff values for diagnosing potential critical diseases among hospitalized patients with acute trauma were PHI ≥4 and ISS ≥22, respectively.

Comparison of evaluation indices of PHI and ISS

Sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, Youden’s index, false-positive rate, false-negative rate, positive predictive value,
negative predictive value, positive likelihood ratio, and negative likelihood ratio were calculated for the PHI and ISS (Table 1). The sensitivity of PHI was superior to that of ISS ($\chi^2=6.975$, $P=0.008$), but there was no significant difference in specificity ($\chi^2=1.907$, $P=0.167$) or accuracy ($\chi^2=0.156$, $P=0.693$).

Comparison of death rate between mild-severity group and critical-severity group

Based on the scoring criteria and optimal cutoff for the PHI, cases with PHI < 4 were put into a mild-severity group (1,510 cases, with mortality of 1.72%) and those with PHI $\geq 4$ were put into a critical-severity group (292 cases, with mortality of 26.71%). The mortality of the critical-severity group was significantly higher than that of mild-severity group ($\chi^2=280.991$, $P<0.001$). Based on the scoring criteria and optimal cutoff for the ISS, cases with ISS < 22 were assigned to the mild-severity group (1,554 cases, with mortality of 2.83%) and those with ISS $\geq 22$ were assigned to the critical-severity group (248 cases, with mortality of 24.19%). The mortality of the critical-severity group was significantly higher than that of the mild-severity group ($\chi^2=179.464$, $P<0.001$).

Discussion

A fast, accurate, and standard condition assessment for patients with severe trauma is a great challenge in emergency rescue. Commonly used assessment tools include the Trauma and Injury Severity Score (TRISS) and a Severity Characterization of Trauma (ASCOT). Outcome prediction varies with the conditions of injury, response time, prehospital emergency rescue, medical care levels, and pretrauma diseases. China has not yet established a national trauma database, and the data required for the prediction are neither fully available nor accurate. Therefore, the prediction of survival simply based on TRISS and ASCOT may not be reasonable among Chinese patients.

The collection of data required for TRISS and ASCOT is time-consuming. Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation (APACHE) can offer a reliable assessment of trauma severity, but some problems still exist: APACHE applies to all intensive care unit patients, and may not be suitable for trauma patients; the acquisition of data for some parameters may take a long time, which affects the timeliness of assessment, and trauma patients usually undergo physiological disorders and constant changes. Frequent implementation of APACHE will increase not only pain and economic burden for patients but also the workload for medical staff. Moreover, patients may show low compliance with APACHE. The PHI can be determined easily within a short time, and has certain discriminating and assessing power for hospitalized patients with trauma.

The closer the ROC curve to the opportunity line (ie, the closer the AUC_ROC to 0.5), the lower the discriminating power of the diagnostic indicator will be. The closer the AUC_ROC value to 1, the stronger the accuracy will be. It is generally believed that the diagnostic value is low when AUC_ROC is 0.5–0.7, moderate at 0.7–0.9, and high above 0.9. In this study, we found that AUC_ROC values for the PHI and ISS were 0.871 and 0.792, respectively. These data indicate that the PHI has high discriminating power for potential critical illness among hospitalized patients with trauma and is superior to the ISS.

Table 1 Comparison of diagnostic evaluation indices of PHI and ISS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PHI</th>
<th>ISS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sen (%)</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>57.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spe (%)</td>
<td>87.4</td>
<td>88.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPR (%)</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FNR (%)</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>42.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acc (%)</td>
<td>86.7</td>
<td>87.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$J^*$</td>
<td>0.624</td>
<td>0.466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR+</td>
<td>5.951</td>
<td>5.211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR−</td>
<td>0.286</td>
<td>0.476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV+</td>
<td>0.267</td>
<td>0.242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV−</td>
<td>0.972</td>
<td>0.983</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *Youden’s index.

Abbreviations: PHI, Prehospital Index; ISS, Injury Severity Score; Sen, sensitivity; Spe, specificity; FPR, false-positive rate; FNR, false-negative rate; Acc, accuracy; LR, likelihood ratio; PV, predictive value.
We performed a retrospective analysis based on test results, surgical records, and final diagnosis of included cases. The data from 1,802 hospitalized patients with trauma were collected. Among these patients, the mechanism of trauma was varied, such as traffic trauma, trauma related to work, burns, and accidental falls. In addition, males were dominant, because more males drive and work in industry in China than females. However, tolerance of trauma and responsiveness to treatment vary from one individual to another. Posttrauma physiological disturbance may not always correspond to the severity of anatomical injury, which leads to the diversity of clinical manifestations. Trauma patients usually undergo ultrasound and X-ray to determine severity after admission. However, of parenchymal viscera and neurovascular injuries cannot be diagnosed until surgery. In practice, the ISS may not be as accurate as expected. ISS scores are fixed for trauma patients with confirmed diagnosis, and thus cannot reflect the physiological disturbance dynamically. In spite of these advantages, the ISS reflects the severity of trauma and still applies to assessment and death prediction.

Previous studies have shown that the ISS is an independent risk factor of death in trauma patients.\textsuperscript{15,16} In the present study, the AUC\textsubscript{ROC} was 0.792 for ISS, indicating moderate diagnostic value. The death rate was as high as 24.19% for cases with ISS $\geq$22, and special care was required for these cases.

The PHI is determined based on such indices as systolic blood pressure, pulse rate, breathing state, and consciousness. The PHI is easy to operate, and has been widely applied as an ideal prehospital quantitative scoring method for trauma scenes. Mild severity is defined as PHI score of 0–3, corresponding to zero death rate and surgical rate of 2%. Critical severity is defined as PHI value of 4–20, corresponding to a death rate of 16.4% and surgical rate of 49.1%. The optimal cutoff point for the PHI after admission was basically consistent with the value used for prehospital assessment. In our study, the death rate was 1.72% for PHI 0–3 and 26.71% for PHI 4–20. Some patients still had a PHI $\geq$4 after prehospital and nosocomial emergency-rescue measures, such as basic life support. A PHI score $\geq$4 indicated failure to reverse physiological disturbance and the deterioration of patient conditions, so their mortality was far higher than prehospital mortality. However, patient characteristics may affect mortality, eg, sicker patients are more likely to be admitted and their mortality will be high. Therefore, the proportion of sicker patients in total patients enrolled in this study would have impacted the mortality association with either the ISS or PHI. This is one limitation of this study. Further prospective studies are needed to confirm our results. In addition, this was a single-center study, and biases could not be avoided. Multiple-center studies are necessary to test the prognostic value of the PHI in patients with trauma.

Comparison of the ISS and PHI showed that the sensitivity of the PHI was superior to the ISS, but there were no significant differences in specificity and accuracy between the two indicators. The PHI has a lower rate of missed diagnosis, and thus is more suitable for screening for potential critical illnesses at an earlier stage. Medical staff can provide extra care for acute-trauma patients with high PHI values.

In conclusion, the PHI is an easy, reliable, and objective outcome predictor for hospitalized patients with acute trauma. More importantly, the PHI can provide a timely and dynamic reflection of patient conditions. It is a useful tool to screen preliminarily for potential critical illnesses, and medical staff can get better preparation for the at-risk population.
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